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Star Wars expanded to other media includes all Star Wars fictional material produced by Lucasfilm or
officially licensed by it outside of the original Star Wars films and television series.Intended as an
enhancement to and extension of the theatrical films produced by George Lucas, the spin-off material was
moderated by Lucasfilm, and Lucas reserved the right to both draw from and contradict ...
Star Wars expanded to other media - Wikipedia
Star Wars is an American epic space opera media franchise, centered on a film series created by George
Lucas that includes Star Wars (1977), The Empire Strikes Back (1980), and Return of the Jedi (1983). The
series depicts the adventures of various characters "a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away". A large
number of derivative Star Wars works have been produced in conjunction with ...
List of Star Wars books - Wikipedia
Edward Thomas "Tom" Hardy (Londres, 15 de septiembre de 1977) es un actor inglÃ©s. Ha trabajado, entre
otras, en las pelÃ-culas Bronson, Star Trek: nÃ©mesis o Inception.Ha interpretado tambiÃ©n a Tommy
Riordan en Warrior, a Bane en The Dark Knight Rises, a Max Rockatansky, protagonista de Mad Max: Fury
Road, y al simbionte Venom en la pelÃ-cula homÃ³nima.
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